
 

 

 

 
 
Cardiff Botanical Society and Cardiff 101 Main Street are offering you the 

opportunity to support your park by sponsoring an inspirational 
flagstone paver or a personalized brick engraved with your message. 

These Commemorative Pavers will be placed in the Centennial Terrace 
of Carpentier Parkway. Each paver is uniquely shaped and will be 

artistically arranged to create a beautiful terrace in our water-wise park. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Sponsor an Inspirational Quote: 
 
Sponsor a small flagstone paver (7” x 9”) for $180.00 or a large flagstone 
paver (10” x 12”) for $210.00.  The golden hewed sandstone is a permanent 
material that will endure the test of time.  Suggested quotes are offered at the 
Cardiff 101 Main Street office (124 Aberdeen Drive) and on our website: 
www.cardiff101.com. 
 
Example for pavers:   “A person will be just about as happy as they make up 
their minds to be.”  
Abe Lincoln                                                                           Sponsor: Colin Family 
 
Sponsor a Brick: 
  
Sponsor a brick for $65. Each brick can be engraved with 3 lines for a total of 
33 spaces with a font size proportionate to the brick and message. 
 
Example for bricks:  “We Love Cardiff from the Smiths” 

 
Thank you for your support of the Carpenterier Parkway and Cardiff’s 

Centennial Inspirational Terrace. 
 

For more information: Phone: 760.436.0431  Fax: 760.753.0144                                                       
Email: cardiff101mainstreet@gmail.com 
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ORDER FORM 
 

SPONSOR AN INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE ON A PAVER 
    
□ I want to sponsor a small flagstone paver of 7” x 9” for $180.00 
 
□ I want to sponsor a large flagstone pavers of 10” x 12” for $210.00.   
 
Please copy or copy and paste selected quote here with sponsor name. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sponsors name 1st line             

Sponsors name 2nd 
line  

           

 
SPONSOR A MESSAGE ON A BRICK 
 
□ I want to sponsor a message brick for $65. Each brick can be engraved with 3 lines, total 
33 spaces with font size proportionate to the brick and message. 
 
Engraving Information: Only one letter per block. Letters, numbers, and spaces between 
letters count as a full space. Names or inscriptions will be centered on your flagstone 
paver. Each paver can have up to 3 lines with a maximum of 11 characters per line. Special 
symbols or logos may be available at an additional cost at the discretion of the engraver. 
 

Brick 1st line             

Brick 2nd line             

Brick 3rd line             

 
Name:_____________________________________________________________ 
Address:____________________________________City:__________State:___Zip:_________________ 
Daytime Phone:__________________ Email:_______________________________________ 
 
I have enclosed a check or money order payable to Cardiff 101 
Check #_________ 
 
Please charge my Visa__ M/C__ Discover__ AMEX __ 
CC#:_______________________________ Expiration Date:___________ Billing Zip Code: ____________ 
 


